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CODECASA 41s - M.Y. FAMILY DAY - F 69

Further to the success of public and criticism in the yachting field, received by the previous

two Codecasa 35s open motoryachts, the shipyard launched the first specimen of the new

open series Codecasa 41s, hull # F 69, m.y. FAMILY DAY.

This 41m open motoryacht, completely realized in aluminium light alloy, is moved by a

waterjet propulsion thanks to her three MTU 16V 2000 m93 diesel marine engines of 2400

HP each. These give power to two side 71 S II waterjets and a 52B II central booster make

ROLLS-ROYCE KA.ME.WA.

Engineering and external lines are by Andre Bacigalupo, while the interiors are signed by

architects Della Role, following the Owners precise input. Very notable is the contrast

between the strong sporty outside style and the very classic one of the interiors, which has

been personally chosen by the Owners. Speaking of the interiors, here the joinery work

uses mahogany wood on all doors and walls, but also for the floorings of the Main Deck.

The area including the wide lounge and dining stops, through a central partitioning panel,

in the well-equipped wheelhouse completely covered by carbon-fiber panels and brown

leather. The boat also offers a second wheelhouse station on the Flying Bridge.

The Lower Deck, with its Owner Cabin, three double bed guests cabins and twin bed

Guests cabin, is able to accommodate up to 10 guests in all comforts. In this area all floors

are carpeted and great care has been given to the bathrooms of each cabin. The boat

offers a crew quarter for 6.

The external areas offer wide sunbathing spaces not only on aft deck and Flying Bridge,

but at bow as well. Here is a solarium area plus a particular external dining area enclosed

in a “C” shape, hosting in its internal part two tables which can be joined and converted

into a single oval table able to seat up to 14 people. Another outside dining table is present



on aft deck just in front of the main deck door. After, before the table, a sunbathing area

hides a Jacuzzi.

The strong interest towards this new model is visible through the many inquiries still

coming from both the Italian and International yachting field.

The Codecasa 41s, m.y. FAMILY DAY, was exhibited at the 47th Genova BoatShow

(2007) and in 2007 wan the INTERNATIONAL YACHTS TROPHY for the best interior

design.
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